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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

In the last decade, there has been a conﬂuence of transgender
celebrities in the entertainment industry as trans issues have
garnered attention in public policy and debate. Reality television,
known for exploring the lives of both ‘ordinary’ and ‘extraordinary’
people, has been a critical site for mainstream audiences to learn
about the experiences of transgender people. While attention has
focused on Caitlyn Jenner and Laverne Cox, this article examines
transgender issues as mediated through Jazz Jennings’ self-brand
and her TLC reality series I Am Jazz (2015 – present). Jazz, a
transgender teen girl living in Florida, has crafted her brand as
an activist, author, and YouTube producer while expressing her
message of living authentically. On reality TV, I argue that Jazz’s
self-brand collides with the ‘messy real life’ brand touted by TLC's
sensationalised programming. As I Am Jazz attempts to mainstream transgender issues via the nuclear family, it also fabricates
moments where Jazz must engage with hostile rhetoric that questions her identity. The article reveals that I Am Jazz represents a
current trend in reality TV that positions transgender stars in a
state of perpetual conﬂict, showing how their public mediated
selves require reaﬃrmation to maintain rather than disrupt normative culture.
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Introduction
I get really uncomfortable around people who know who I am but I have no idea who
they are. I’ve never gotten used to it, and it’s especially bad if the person is around my
own age – somehow that feels even more awkward. I guess it’s because the person has
already made up their mind about who I am, when they don’t really know anything
about me at all. I worry that any chance of us getting to truly know each other is shot,
because I’ll feel like I need to stay this eternally positive role model and can never let my
guard down and be vulnerable. (Jennings 2016, p. 173)
Over the summer of 2016, transgender teen Jazz Jennings released her memoir Being
Jazz: My Life as a (Transgender) Teen around the time her TLC docu-reality series I Am
Jazz (2015 – present) aired its second season. In the memoir, 15-year-old Jazz1 talks
about her life as a transgender child in Florida, her battles to join the girls’ soccer team
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and use the girls’ restroom at school, and her unexpected rise to fame as a transgender
activist. Prior to becoming the star of her own reality series, Jazz made her television
debut at six-years-old on the American news program 20/20 (1978 – present) with
Barbara Walters and later had periodic appearances on daytime talk shows and television documentaries on the Oprah Winfrey Network. By the time she was 14, Jazz had cowritten a children’s book about being transgender, accrued a following on YouTube,
spoke at the GLAAD Media Awards, and made Time’s list of ‘25 Most Inﬂuential Teens of
2014ʹ. The following year, Jazz became the face of Clean & Clear’s online ad campaign
and scored a deal with TLC to have a reality series produced about her life and family. As
a public ﬁgure, Jazz constructs a self-brand that represents a performance of the self that
is sold to audiences. Like many transgender celebrities, Jazz espouses a narrative of
authenticity and living as one’s true self in her public persona. How this gets translated
into the larger lifestyle brand of reality TV raises issues of agency and control over a
transgender narrative often sensationalised for commercial gain.
The reality TV celebrity, as positioned by Julie A. Wilson (2014), requires critical
attention to how the historical and social processes of celebrity production and consumption reveal the ways people construct a celebrity self. While audience identiﬁcation
with stars has been a prominent focus in television and celebrity studies, the ephemeral
yet dynamic nature of reality stardom has necessitated closer examination of the
structure of fame and how certain people rely on the media industries to achieve it.
Chris Rojek's (2004, p. 20–1) ‘celetoid’ has frequently been employed in analyses of
reality stars, noting how these celebrities become ‘accessories of cultures organised
around mass communications and staged authenticity’ to prolong their time in the
spotlight. Stars in the entertainment industry have always been recognised for the
labour they embody and produce in making themselves into commodities (Dyer
2004), but the labour of the reality star has been signiﬁcant to the reorganisation of
work and leisure, particularly in how audiences watch television (Andrejevic 2004).
Because of this shifting division between the reality star and the audience, Graeme
Turner (2010, p. 42) asserts that ‘reality TV programmes in general have demonstrated an
exceptional capacity to embed themselves in the processes through which their audiences construct their everyday lives’. The ‘lifestyling’ of television, as Laurie Ouellette
(2016) identiﬁes, invites audiences to a way of fashioning and managing the self. Yet
what it also accomplishes is getting viewers to engage with current social and cultural
issues in a way that assimilates uncomfortable topics into what P. David Marshall (2014,
p. 130) calls the ‘familiarization function’ of the reality TV medium.
As transgender issues have pierced the public consciousness due to rising hate crimes
and legislation threatening transgender rights, reality TV has become a popular platform
for transgender people to oﬀer audiences a closer glimpse into their lives. The multiple
global formats of Big Brother (2000 – present) have witnessed the participation of
transgender contestants, as have competition shows like RuPaul’s Drag Race (2009 –
present) and America’s Next Top Model (2003 – present). Most notably, Caitlyn Jenner
documented her transition in the E! Network show I Am Cait (2015 – 2016), attracting
2.73 million viewers, while Laverne Cox, prior to Orange is the New Black (2013 – present)
fame, got her start with her roles in VH1’s I Want to Work for Diddy (2008 – 2009) and the
makeover program TRANSform Me (2010). In the spring of 2017, the ‘Game Changers’
edition of Survivor (2000 – present) became an unlikely forum to discuss the malicious
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outing of transgender contestant Zeke Smith by competitor Jeﬀ Varner. Critics praised
Survivor for how host Jeﬀ Probst mediated the conﬂict and turned the episode into a
‘learning moment’ that viliﬁed Varner’s actions. Reality TV, despite its notoriety for
embellishing personal drama, has shown how its preoccupation with the lives of
ordinary people can spark provocative commentary that considers relevant social issues.
At the same time, the presentation and representation of individuals, especially those
who are queer and achieve fame through reality TV, are positioned as proﬁtable ﬁgures
that facilitate entertaining narratives of struggle for network audiences.
Curiosity about transgender people has frequently led to fetishistic representations
and enforcements of normative gender roles in television. Writing about scripted
U.S. programming, Capuzza and Spencer (2016, p. 3) contend that television producers
have ‘employed a “wrong body discourse” and privileged the traditional notion of
“transgender as transition”, thus aligning gender with sex and supporting the gender
binary’. On reality TV, the wrong body discourse tends to frame transgender people as
migrating from one gender to another in a process that mirrors the makeover paradigm.
While cisgender women are encouraged to dress up their bodies in a feminine way,
transgender women are compelled to conform to traditional notions of femininity to
preserve the gender binary and ‘pass’ in a society that controls their labour and
determines their safety. Trans scholar Julia Serano (2013) has taken up this concern
through her understanding of the media’s ﬁxation on the hyperfeminisation of transwomen and the makeover narrative. She argues that ‘the media neutralises the potential
threat that trans femininities pose to the category of “woman” by playing to the
audience’s subconscious belief that femininity itself is artiﬁcial’ (p. 229–30).
Transgender celebrities on screen are perceived as occupying a transitional space as
audiences view them as ‘becoming’ rather than ‘being’ the gender they claim. The path
to live as one’s true gender identity becomes heavily coded in the hegemonic beauty
norms that dictate acceptable public conceptions of femininity and masculinity, leaving
the transgender celebrity in a perpetual state of reaﬃrming their gendered body to the
public. This emphasis on the makeover journey in reality TV conﬂicts with the desire
many transgender people have in expressing their authentic selves because these
television narratives mostly focus on the process of achieving authenticity rather than
showing that authenticity as already fulﬁlled.
What shows like I Am Jazz have begun to demonstrate is how LGTBQ issues can be
retooled to emphasise the normative structuring of public and private life. At the same
time, the space of the reality show operates through a melodramatic narrative that
reinforces objectifying discourses of queer subject positions. Jazz Jennings illustrates the
struggle between staying true to her self-brand and allowing a reality network to
translate her personal story in terms of its lifestyle brand. Part of Jazz’s success depends
on her inclusion in a larger media landscape, revealing how ‘the media-tised image of
the self has come to seem as if it is among the promises of everyday existence’ (Turner
2013, p. 68). Televising Jazz’s advocacy on TLC and in other television talk shows sends
the message that transgender issues are becoming more widespread and accepted by
the mainstream, fulﬁlling a mission Jazz and her supporters hope to achieve. But as this
article expresses, Jazz’s pre-reality fame as an activist, author, and YouTube producer
collides with the ‘messy real life’ brand of TLC as her life outside the show complicates
her reality TV persona. While I Am Jazz explores the values and goals important to Jazz’s
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self-brand, it also manufactures moments where Jazz must publically engage with
hostile rhetoric as she struggles with depression, medical scares, and other teenage
drama. This article investigates how Jazz Jennings and I Am Jazz convey the double bind
transgender celebrities face today as they negotiate what their authenticity means
within reality TV and how the interrogation of their mediated selves expresses a culture
still opposed to queer subjectivities.

The making of an activist: Jazz Jennings’ self-brand
In her memoir, Jazz Jennings asserts that her family’s decision to make their journey
public grew from the desire to reach out to other families adjusting to life with a
transgender loved one. Throughout her televised appearances and social media activities, Jazz has become a recognisable ﬁgure in the LGBTQ community as well as a
brandable image for the commercial industries. In early 2017, for instance, a limitededition doll modelled after Jazz and priced between $89.99 and $100 USD was unveiled
at a toy fair in New York City as the ﬁrst doll based on a transgender person. While the
success of Jazz’s brand depends on its resonance with LGBTQ audiences, it also relies on
the institutions that maintain society’s heteronormative order. From the outset, Jazz’s
activist image on social media and in her many public appearances encounters problems in representing her authentic self while displaying a relatable persona to mainstream audiences. Although these two selves are not always at odds with each other,
how they are received by new media and reality TV audiences can change the way Jazz’s
brand is understood and valued.
Crucial to Jazz is the construction of a relatable self that audiences can identify with
and accept. Without universal appeal to mainstream audiences, Jazz’s message of
inclusion for transgender individuals can feel too threatening to the everyday normativity that structures people’s lives. Particularly because of her young age (which already
throws her identity formation into question), Jazz must come across as a regular and
relatable teenage girl who goes through the ups and downs of hanging out with friends
and dating boys from school. The meaning of relatability, a term often used to describe
the relationality of an experience to one’s own, serves a key purpose in audience
acceptance of celebrities like Jazz. As Rebecca Mead (2014) writes in The New Yorker,
‘the notion of relatability implies that the work in question serves like a selﬁe: a ﬂattering
conﬁrmation of an individual’s solipsism’. The brand as a relatable experience or feeling
works to aﬃrm the audience’s ideological perspective and strengthen their relationship
to the product through memories, emotions, and expectations (Banet-Weiser 2012).
However, this reﬂective function also suggests that the self of the brand must be
constructed in relation to the consumer, further compromising the authenticity of the
transgender celebrity. While Jazz’s investment in the feminine objects and activities that
help her identify as a girl may be genuine, the commercial industries in which she
sometimes works make eﬀorts to produce a normative girl identity that audiences can
recognise.
As a celebrity girl, Jazz is subject to the industrial conditions that deﬁne what kinds
of girls are praised and given attention in the media sphere. Yet as a transgender girl,
Jazz’s femininity performs a double function, aligning her with other feminine girls to
appear more relatable (and therefore acceptable) and making her gender identity not
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seem so transgressive to the gender binary. Being a part of normative society requires
Jazz to perform speciﬁc acts that demonstrate her citizenship and dedication to being
an emulative public ﬁgure. Through her advocacy work for transgender youth, Jazz
embodies a ‘can-do girl’ (Harris 2004) subjectivity in her self-brand. For example, her
family’s battles to enrol her in a girls’ soccer league received national attention and
positioned Jazz as an athlete willing to do what it takes to play a game she loves.
Invitations to award events, LGBTQ conferences, pride parades, book signings, magazine photoshoots, and even the White House have further captured Jazz as a jetsetting activist who is popular and beloved because of her devotion to living an
authentic life. Although Jazz’s activism forms the backbone of her self-brand, her
relatability as a celebrity ﬁgure still relies on how her femininity is perceived as
authentic. Sarah Projansky (2014) shows that while can-do girls are made ‘spectacular’
in celebrity culture they are not all ‘spectacularised’ in the same way. The state of the
celebrity girl persona – vacillating between the conditions of can-do and at-risk2 –
produces a cultural identity fraught with complications when examined in brand
culture. If the girl’s success is measured by her ability to fulﬁl feminine expectations
while on display, deviation from that norm could jeopardise her relationship with an
audience invested in her relatability as a girl.
Jazz embodies her can-do feminine identity signiﬁcantly in the YouTube videos
she has produced since 2013. On her YouTube channel, Jazz performs femininity
through the objects she creates, from glitter mason jars to colourful silicone mermaid tails she makes and wears while swimming in her backyard pool. The work Jazz
puts into her projects – particularly the mermaid tails she sells for her charity,
Transkids Purple Rainbow Foundation – reinforces her image of success and how
she contributes to making the world a better place for transgender kids. The
integration of Jazz’s activism in her media production demonstrates how the
‘broad diﬀusion of girl-made media has the potential to substantially alter girls’
relationships to the public sphere – a cultural, economic, and political landscape
from which members of their demographic group have historically been excluded’
(Kearney 2007, p. 137). Yet while cisgender girls have often been relegated to the
domestic realm, transgender girls have historically been excluded from public spaces
in ways cisgender girls have not. In the media, and even on YouTube, trans and
other queer identities have been censored and violently ejected from the public3.
Still, the web videos produced by transgender teens like Jazz have aﬀorded them a
place where they can deﬁne who they are and ﬁnd a supportive community. For
instance, in one of her early videos Jazz reads a letter she composed about her life
as a transgender girl. While television interviews have labelled Jazz as a person who
was ‘born a boy and then became a girl’, her YouTube channel allows her to alter
that narrative to ‘I was born a girl trapped in a boy’s body’. Jazz rearticulates her life
story in a way that feels truthful to her (i.e. a person’s gender identity is not deﬁned
by their sex characteristics) while also challenging heteronormative views that have
often excluded transgender perspectives. Despite the cyberbullying Jazz is subjected
to on a regular basis, social media becomes a formative place where she can best
represent who she is.
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In a video posted in July 2014, Jazz was compelled to defend her feminine appearance when viewers proclaimed that she was wearing ‘too much makeup’. Jazz
responded to these claims, saying,
For the people who say I’m wearing too much makeup, I agree. Normally I don’t wear
makeup at all, but since this was going to be on youtube, I wanted to look nice. So please
stop judging my actions and saying what I should or shouldn’t do. In the end, I don’t care
about your opinions and I’ll wear what I want, do what I want, and be who I want to be. It’s
not important what I look like, but more about what I’m saying. Watch some of my other
videos like the Q&A where I’m not wearing makeup!
Jazz attempts to protect her self-brand by admitting to wearing too much makeup while
also defending her right to live her life as she wants. The comments seem to follow what
social media researcher Marwick (2013, p. 119) describes, where ‘audiences often expect
micro-celebrities to be more “authentic” than traditional celebrities, presumably because
they are not subject to the processes of the star-making system’. Without a managing team,
Jazz is responsible for how she presents herself online. However, this lack of management
leaves many self-made stars in compromising and sometimes dangerous situations when
comments escalate and threaten their livelihoods. Because Jazz is transgender, her authenticity as a new media micro-celebrity is questioned continuously as some viewers perceive
her femininity to be fabricated. While Jazz might deﬁne her authenticity as acting in ways
that are true to her values and ideals, the public still frames her authenticity in terms of her
transfemininity and how relatable it is to their own understandings of gender. As the sole
person managing her self-brand online, Jazz is expected to be truthful about who she is,
inside and out.

When placed in the commercial media realm, Jazz’s self-brand works alongside other
creative producers who shape and expand her story in ways that dramatise her authenticity to make it seem more relatable. The way her perspective gets told must still
consider its relevancy to the audience of the companies and networks in which she
now operates, yet how that relevancy is determined depends on hegemonic understandings of gender and girlhood. In the 2015 #SeeTheRealMe ad campaign for Clean &
Clear, Jazz is depicted in an online commercial talking about her struggles as ‘a girl
trapped in a boy’s body’ and how she overcame them to be her true self. The video
frames Jazz in a soft sunset glow as she overlooks a river and contemplates through
voiceover how ﬁtting in at middle school has been hard when other kids have not
accepted her. While this discrimination has forced her to keep to herself, Jazz decides
that she is going to make a change and reach out to friends. The scene cuts from Jazz
wistfully staring out her bedroom window to a shot of her opening her front door to a
group of cheerful tween girls. The music shifts into an upbeat tempo as Jazz and her
friends try on clothes and pose in front of the mirror before going to a backyard pool
party. Jazz stresses how ‘the real me is happy and proud to be who I am’ and that she is
‘happy to be just one of the girls’, asserting her aspirational spirit in a powerful way that
shows how she has overcome adversity to ﬁnd acceptance.
The dramatic reproduction of Jazz’s hardships in the Clean & Clear ad builds on her
brand (‘a girl trapped in a boy’s body’) while also creating a captivating visual narrative
that shows Jazz in private moments that reﬂect her depression. This intimate portrayal,
while constructed by Clean & Clear’s creative team, seems to depict a more authentic
view of Jazz as it invites audiences into her darkest as well as happiest moments as a
transgender girl. Although Jazz’s story is carefully tailored to ﬁt Clean & Clear’s mission
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(‘beauty comes from being conﬁdent, comfortable and secure in your own skin’), her
candour about her mental health and the social exclusion she has endured make her
seem like a more identiﬁable ﬁgure. Not all viewers can relate to being transgender, but
they can at least relate to Jazz’s journey of ﬁnding acceptance and ‘seeing one’s true
self’. Yet because of these eﬀorts to establish common ground between Jazz and her
audience, the commercial has Jazz adjust her narrative in terms with which her audience
will identify. While this action is not always a bad thing, it still highlights the extra labour
transgender celebrities must undertake to conform to traditional gender roles and show
how they can assimilate into normative culture. The relatively small number of transgender stars compared to cisgender stars on television further reinforces how Jazz must
appeal to a broader audience in the reproduction of a lifestyle brand viewers can
recognise and accept in their personal worldviews.

Entering the ‘messy’ lifestyle brand of TLC: the ‘normative’ queer family
Our goal wasn’t fame or tabloid attention; it was to let the world know how normal (and
decidedly not tabloid-worthy) we really are. We also knew that TLC wouldn’t try to
exploit us in any way. (Jennings 2016, p. 192)
The history of TLC’s lifestyle branding provides an important backdrop for the
evolution of its reality programming and how I Am Jazz ﬁts into the current model
promoted by the network. Originally called the Appalachian Community Service
Network, TLC started as a basic cable network in 1972 through the U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare and NASA before changing its name to The Learning
Channel in 1980 (Brooks and Marsh 2007). By 1991, the Discovery Channel purchased
TLC for approximately $30 million (Lippman 1991) and began running home improvement programming until the late 1990s when the channel rebranded itself as ‘TLC’. From
1998 to 2006, TLC transitioned from ‘A place for learning minds’ to ‘Life unscripted’ to
reﬂect the new onslaught of reality dramas and design shows being produced for its
daytime audience. By 2006 TLC tried returning to its roots with a new slogan, ‘Live and
learn’, before changing it again to ‘Life surprises’ in 2008 as programming shifted more
to curiosity stories about families like Jon & Kate Plus 8 (2007 – present) and Little People,
Big World (2006 – present) (Silman 2015). In 2014, the slogan ‘Everyone needs a little TLC’
responded to viewers’ desires to ‘satisfy their fascination with the unknown and understand the larger world around them’ (Discovery, Inc. 2014). Two years later, TLC launched
another ad campaign, ‘Messy real life’, to emphasise the authentic imperfections of its
reality TV families4. As part of its new marketing plan, TLC also wanted to connect
audiences through its ‘I Am’ video campaign featuring some of its stars deﬁning
themselves as ‘ﬁerce’, ‘cancer-free’, or ‘a girl’ (Poggi 2016). TLC encouraged viewers to
personalise their social media platforms with ‘I Am’ signatures, forming a cultural movement to make TLC’s brand resonate more strongly with audiences.
I Am Jazz, being the deﬁnitive ‘I Am’ of TLC’s ad campaign, stands out as the
network’s ultimate programme about social diﬀerence exploring the peculiarities of
family life and the inspirational stories of personal struggle. However, the real-life
participants of these TLC programmes, Ouellette (2016, p. 125–26) notes, ‘are not
pitched as ﬁgures to be emulated but as embodied markers of physical, ethnic, class
and regional and other diﬀerences’. The ﬁgure of diﬀerence within the programme
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operates as a sensational marketing tool to attract audiences interested in bodies and
lives diﬀerent from their own. In her analysis of TLC’s A Wedding Story (1996 – present)
and A Baby Story (1999 – present), Rebecca Stephens (2004) contends that the performance of diﬀerence in these shows illustrates cultural fears and collective desires to
confront those fears through personal choice. Yet the presence of the family and home
life often seen in these shows contributes to the normalisation of diﬀerence and makes
it easier for viewers to relate. The Jennings family especially comes to represent what I
call the ‘normative queer family’ as they raise their transgender daughter in their nuclear
home life. While the fact that Jazz is transitioning at such a young age might seem
unusual, and even dangerous, to some viewers, Gabrielle Owen (2016) argues that
audiences might perceive Jazz and other transgender children like her to be preserving
normative gender roles. Owen (2016, p. 102) relays that ‘the queerness of transgender is
subsumed under the cloak of childhood innocence and the arrival at normative adulthood is protected and envisioned as futurity, the “not-yet”, pure potentiality’. Because
transgender is often associated with the processes of gender transition, the transgender
child ensures that they are on their way to becoming a normatively gendered adult.
Jazz’s transition is then enveloped in the larger transitory structure of adolescence and
made into a relatable experience for her viewers. To her audience, Jazz, like many teen
girls, is just trying to ﬁgure out how to be a normatively gendered woman.
The work that goes into making the Jennings family a normative queer family on TLC
stems from reality TV’s obsession with diﬀerent representations of labour. Reality TV
makes visible emotional and aﬀective labour by bringing the private sphere into the
public realm. Yet as reality TV allows audiences to explore the construction of people’s
lives and cultural and societal values through an unscripted, mediated lens, the emphasis on these labour processes means something more for the transgender individual.
Dan Irving (2013, p. 17), writing on transgender labour, avers that ‘to move toward
achieving social recognition, the transsexual body must constitute a productive working
body, that is, it must be capable of participating in capitalist production processes’.
Transgender bodies, which have historically and contemporarily been subjected to
numerous acts of physical and symbolic violence, are valued when their labour serves
and beneﬁts the capitalist system. The making of transgender celebrities on reality TV
must account for how their bodies bring cultural and social capital to the programmes
that explore LGBTQ issues for the sake of proﬁting from social relevancy. The self-brand
of the transgender celebrity acts as a promise to the network that taking a chance on
these social issues will bring in a pre-made audience. At the same time, the celebrity
brand must align with the goals of the network. In the following sections, I will elaborate
on how Jazz’s identity is represented in the ﬁrst two seasons of I Am Jazz and how TLC
uses her labour to enhance their ‘messy’ lifestyle brand.

Season 1: ‘Baby Jazz is growing up’
When I Am Jazz premiered on 15 July 2015, Caitlyn Jenner was giving her acceptance speech
for the Arthur Ashe Courage Award at the 2015 ESPY Awards. During that summer, a
conﬂuence of reality TV programmes about or featuring transgender people entered
American homes. A week after I Am Jazz debuted, Jenner’s own reality series I Am Cait
aired, and Big Brother 17 (US) welcomed its ﬁrst transgender house guest, Audrey Middleton.
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On 8 June, Becoming Us (2015) introduced ABC Family audiences to a family in Evanston,
Illinois adjusting to a father transitioning as a transgender woman, and even earlier in April
the Discovery Life Channel scheduled a new show, New Girls on the Block (2015 – present),
about a group of transgender women living in Kansas City, Missouri. I Am Jazz, however,
stood out as the only show featuring a transgender teen girl experiencing the emerging
insecurities of adolescence at the end of eighth grade. As part of its marketing, TLC launched
‘Jazz Hands’ to encourage viewers to share photos on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram in
solidarity with transgender youth while donating $1.00 USD to Jazz’s charity for each photo
shared. A collage of all the photos superimposed on a picture of Jazz was presented on TLC’s
website, connecting audiences to Jazz’s inspirational story.
In its ﬁrst season, the Jennings introduce themselves as an ‘ordinary’ family with
‘extraordinary’ circumstances. The family, consisting of Jazz, mother Jeannette, father
Greg, older twin brothers Griﬀen and Sander, and older sister Ari, are presented in the
title sequence through a montage of family interviews juxtaposed with old video
footage of young Jazz strutting around in kitten heels and pink tutus. Generational
diﬀerences in opinions about transgender people create a complex portrait of Jazz’s life
in this sequence. Jazz’s maternal grandparents convey how they were initially devastated and thought being transgender was an ‘oddity’, while her mother relays her
openness to entertaining Jazz’s question ‘am I a boy or a girl?’ The youth perspective is
more aﬃrming of Jazz, where her twin brothers emphatically declare ‘she’s a girl’ as Jazz
asserts ‘I am transgender, I am a girl, I am an artist, I am Jazz’. Her father’s voiceover
towards the end, ‘We love her just the way she is’, overlaps scenes of Jazz laughing and
having fun with friends, inviting audiences to see how Jazz is accepted in her community. While the title sequence for the ﬁrst season conﬁrms that Jazz’s transgender
identity will be understood through the lens of the nuclear family, I Am Jazz’s position
in TLC’s line-up of other family ‘oddity’ stories indicates that viewers might also understand her extraordinary circumstances by its association to other TLC content.
In his work on Caitlyn Jenner, Michael Lovelock (2016, p. 5) argues that ‘transgender
identities attain coherency in representational form through the extent to which groups
of established and recognizable, historically and culturally speciﬁc images, discourses
and epistemologies feed into one another within the text’. What this means for I Am Jazz
is that Jazz’s self-brand is not only shaped by herself but also by the legacy of TLC’s
programming. While the emotional support Jazz receives from her family is important
for viewers to see, the show’s presence on TLC connects it to a lineage of series that
simultaneously sensationalise and normalise unconventional family dynamics.
Transgender issues on I Am Jazz are acknowledged as non-normative until they are
situated within the familiar and relatable framework of family drama and teenage life.
For example, the ﬁrst episode shows Jazz shopping for bathing suits with her sister and
encountering the problem of ﬁnding a bikini for her body. In the second episode, Jazz
moves past bathing suit woes and attempts to update her childhood bedroom. One
scene dramatises Jeannette’s resistance to Jazz ‘growing up’, showing her fussing over
Jazz wanting to get rid of wall decorations from when she was six. Jeannette is
sentimental not just because she is unprepared for her ‘baby’ to grow up but also
because she is unprepared to move on to the uncertainties of Jazz as a transgender
teen. While other families can relate to the emotional ride of watching children grow up,
the fears the Jennings family have for Jazz are of a very diﬀerent nature.
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I Am Jazz ﬂeshes out the anxieties of the family watching Jazz grow up by focusing on
the topic of boys. Although Jazz has mentioned in interviews outside (and even inside)
the show that she is open to dating any gender, TLC seems more fascinated with how
Jazz as a transgender girl interacts with boys who are not as readily accepting of her as
her female friends are. In the episode ‘Boys aren’t nice to her’, Jazz discusses her
frustrations with her friends inviting boys from school to go bowling with them. While
Jazz states that boys tend to avoid her at school, her fears are conveyed as keeping her
back as her friends tell her that she just needs to ‘put herself out there’. In a later
episode, ‘I’m ready to explore boys’, Jazz and Jeannette attend a trans support group
where they talk about the complications of dating, and in the penultimate episode,
‘Baby Jazz is growing up’, Jazz invites a boy she likes, John, to her eighth grade
graduation pool party. The preparation for the party, however, turns into preparation
for creating the perfect conditions for Jazz to interact with John. Scenes prior to the
party show Jazz discussing John with her parents and choosing a party outﬁt at a
boutique with her grandmother. On the day of the party, Jazz hurries to set up
decorations and fetch the balloons that her brothers placed in the pool. Her parents’
monologues, edited together with scenes of Jazz panicking, attempt to frame the
scene’s tension around the impending arrival of John. As Jeannette relays, ‘She’s stressed
out. She has every right to be because I think there’s a lot of build-up around John’.
As people begin to arrive, the music changes from a tense tempo to a power rock
ballad as Jazz and her friends hang out in the backyard and watch her brothers wrestle.
In voiceover, Jazz says she is happy to see that so many people came since she was not
expecting a large turnout. Jeannette, on the other hand, makes note of only three or
four boys who showed up, conﬁrming her fears that boys do not want to be around her
daughter. One of Jazz’s friends also mentions the lack of boys, forcing the camera to
frame Jazz in a grimaced smile. ‘Whatever, it’s mostly an all-girl party!’ Jazz says to break
the tension. Yet the scene continues to circulate back to the commentary of why more
boys did not show up. Another of Jazz’s friends explains in an interview that she thinks
boys did not show up because ‘Jazz doesn’t talk to a lot of boys, so some of them
probably felt awkward about coming’. The notable absence of John is then raised by
Jazz and her friends who speculate why he might not be there. When John eventually
shows, Jazz leaves to talk to him one-on-one about a class essay he wrote about her
activism. In her interview, Jazz conveys that she thinks John is cool and that she hopes
they can hang out ‘as friends’. Her parents, observing the interaction from inside the
house, are relieved. ‘I’m ﬁnally glad that this is actually happening’, Jeannette says,
although what ‘this’ is seems to imply hope that Jazz can be romantic with boys, despite
Jazz’s earlier indication that she wants to remain friends.
The suggestion that Jazz is ‘growing up’ by ﬁnally ‘putting herself out there’ and
talking to boys locates her in a normative narrative that promises to maintain the
nuclear family. However, Jazz has shown resistance to the idea of dating in other
publicity interviews. In one interview with Cosmopolitan in 2015, Jazz explains:
They [TLC] want me to talk about boys [on the show], but I’m like, ‘I don’t care.’ I don’t care
about a lot of things. They’re like, ‘How do you feel when people are mean to you?’ I’m like,
‘I don’t care.’ They’ll be like, ‘You have to care. If you don’t care, then the audience won’t
care.’ That’s their famous line. (Ruiz 2015)
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I Am Jazz’s ﬁrst season touts the nuclear family as the basis for Jazz’s support system and
the entry point by which audience members can relate. Yet by selling this narrative, Jazz
must also show her willingness to maintain the dominant order by exploring dating. If she
does not care about these issues, then the narrative begins to unravel and audiences cannot
envision how transgender people ﬁt into their normative worldview. As the second season
later explores, the emotional labour of being transgender becomes a point of interest for
audiences invested in the ‘normal’ life the Jennings family tries to build for Jazz.

Season 2: ‘the hate is real’
While I Am Jazz attracted just under one million viewers for its season one ﬁnale
episode5, it received positive reviews from critics like Brian Lowry of Variety, who
noted how the series strikes a heartfelt note that feels diﬀerent from TLC’s usual
chronicling of ‘the excesses of human behaviour’ (Lowry 2015). Additionally, the show
tied for a GLAAD Media Award for Outstanding Reality Programme in 2016 and was
nominated for another in 2017. By the time season two was set to premiere, Jazz
received even more attention when a Wisconsin elementary school cancelled a reading
of her children’s book after the conservative religious group Liberty Counsel threatened
to sue. The backlash surrounding the reading, as well as the passing of HB2 in North
Carolina, aided the marketing of I Am Jazz to liberal audiences. The ﬁrst episode of the
new season was aptly titled ‘The hate is real’ and centred on Jazz’s worsening depression
and how she navigates intrusive questions and hostile interactions. While the ﬁrst
season touched on the intensity of the hate thrown at Jazz in the YouTube comments
section of one of her videos, season two has Jazz encounter transphobic discrimination
face-to-face while balancing her mental and bodily health in the process.
Jazz’s depression takes a toll on her ability to maintain friendships and reach out to
family for help throughout the season’s narrative arc. Although Jazz reluctantly goes to
therapy at her mother’s request, she is still placed in stressful situations where she must
confront the ignorance and threats that have emerged since her cancelled book reading.
In the ﬁrst episode, she and her mother meet with family friend Jessica Herthel to
discuss holding a public forum with the Liberty Counsel ‘to get through to them’. While
her dad believes the event to be a bad idea, Jazz and her mom do it anyway, claiming
that the forum could help people become more accepting. Although the Liberty Counsel
fails to appear, the forum carries on, and Jazz and her supporters are left to ﬁeld
questions from the audience that are suspicious as well as proud of her ﬁght to be
her authentic self. By the episode’s end, Jazz’s small victory is overshadowed by an
anonymous caller who has left transphobic threats on the family’s answering machine.
Despite the dangers this poses, Jazz goes on a radio talk show to answer questions from
listeners in the episode ‘Confronted with hate’. Callers to the radio show prompt Jazz to
respond to inquiries about bathroom usage, transitioning at a young age, and dating
boys, with one caller even telling Jazz she ‘might as well kill herself’. The intensity of the
situations TLC places Jazz in for the second season responds to the need for audiences
to understand that Jazz’s can-do positivity is still weighed down by antagonistic forces,
making her struggle seem more potent and real. As Jazz deﬂects insulting comments
about her body and livelihood, TLC enforces a neoliberal narrative that states that Jazz’s
problems, despite being created by oppressive institutional structures, might subside if
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she just engages with ignorant and often violent standpoints. Jazz might be ‘confronted
with hate’ but she can confront it with a winning attitude that aligns with TLC’s
preoccupation with inspirational conﬂicts.
Jazz’s struggles also extend to the medical upkeep of her transitioning body that
show viewers how she is still in the process of becoming a woman. A major plot
point in the second season follows complications with the hormonal implant that has
prevented Jazz from going through puberty. After getting it replaced, she develops a
rash along her arm and goes to the hospital for an emergency operation. The
episode, titled ‘It’s either surgery or male puberty’, speaks to Jazz’s fears about her
body undergoing changes she does not want to happen, yet it also asserts the belief
that male puberty will somehow make her less of a girl if she does not go through
with a potentially serious surgery. One of Jazz’s friends on the show, a transgender
girl named Noelle, discusses how male puberty caused ‘irreversible damage’ to her
body that now makes it more diﬃcult for her to pass as a girl. Next to Noelle, Jazz is
framed as ‘lucky’ to have abstained from male puberty because she can now more
easily assume a normative feminine appearance. Once her implant emergency gets
resolved, Jazz begins considering breast surgery. While Jazz and her family already
know her to be a girl, I Am Jazz poses the question that her feminine identity is still
incomplete because she has nightmares about male puberty and has not yet gained
the breasts that society says will make her a woman. Jazz’s self-brand, mediated by
television and scrutinised by a self-governing postfeminist culture, is thus caught in a
precarious relationship between being an authentic girl and becoming another
‘wrong body’ discourse transgender celebrities are often subjected to in the makeover culture of reality television.
The ﬁnal two episodes attempt to solidify Jazz’s journey to womanhood by pushing her back into the dating world. Jazz’s ‘ﬁfth grade boyfriend’ Alex begins texting
her again, and at her mother’s prompting, she agrees to go on a date with him. In the
episode ‘We scare most boys’, Jazz’s parents approach her to talk about sex in
anticipation of her date. As Jazz squirms and avoids eye contact with them, her
parents ask if she has ever thought about being intimate with someone. Jazz
awkwardly replies, ‘Well, clearly I can’t have…sex yet’. Jeannette genuinely inquires
why she feels that way. ‘I’m not trying to have sex right now’, Jazz elaborates in her
interview. ‘Especially when I haven’t even had the bottom surgery’. While Jazz’s
response represents what she feels is best for herself and her body, for TLC it aﬃrms
normative beliefs that transgender people are in the ‘wrong body’ and cannot
experience sexual intimacy in the same way that cisgender people can. However,
when Jazz eventually goes on her date in ‘Teenage angst and broken hearts’, the
roadblock to building intimacy is not her genitalia but her own discomfort with
feeling pressured to date. Alex’s enthusiasm about building a relationship with Jazz
is deﬂated as she uncomfortably tells him that she is not ready. The fact that both of
their moms are waiting outside the botanical gardens where they have their ﬁrst date
further adds to the overbearing anticipation of Jazz ﬁnding love. While Jazz manages
to deﬂect the notion that she needs dating and sexual intimacy to fulﬁl her path to
womanhood, TLC still fosters audience beliefs that Jazz’s femininity is measured by
normative girlhood and male attention.
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Conclusion: growing up and pushing back?
Sometimes my life feels a little like Hannah Montana. One day I’ll be on a red carpet with
hundreds of cameras ﬂashing in my face, and the next I’m just a regular high school girl
taking a math test. On a Sunday, I’ll be passing out from exhaustion at a photo shoot
while lying on top of a giant mirror, wearing a gown that’s more a work of art than
clothing, and Monday afternoon I’ll be sweating my butt oﬀ during a soccer match. I could
go on, but I won’t, because now I’m starting to worry that this is coming oﬀ as conceited. I
don’t mean it that way. It’s just that I have a world I can escape back into where
everything is normal. Not perfect by any means, but normal. (Jennings 2016, p. 211)
Leading up to the premiere of the third season of I Am Jazz on 28 June 2017, Jazz
devoted her social media accounts to promoting her accomplishments, raising awareness for Transgender Day of Visibility, sharing news on transgender issues, and posting
the occasional family photo. While Jazz continues to sustain her self-brand outside the
show, her online presence suggests that promoting her reality series has now become
an integral part of her work and recognition as a celebrity. During the third season, Jazz
regularly tweeted her thoughts as each episode aired, commenting on her journey to
seek bottom surgery as well as her discomfort with dating. After an episode featuring
Jazz on a double date with a transgender boy, Jazz tweeted: ‘Dating can be diﬃcult
because of the social pressures and expectations. Honestly I don’t like dating. I wish for it
to happen naturally’. Within the show, Jazz can express her aversion to the pressures of
dating; however, the production team has learned to turn this anxiety into dramatic
tension. Returning from her date, Jazz’s parents prod her with questions before she gets
upset and storms out of the living room. On Twitter, Jazz explains, ‘Be mindful. I’m a
teenager & I’m still growing up. I have my bad qualities & that’s just who I am. None of
us are exempt from ﬂaws’. Where Jazz might have diﬃculty challenging her televisual
representation within the show, her social media presence outside the show allows her
space to reclaim who she is. Her tweets might be guided by TLC to an extent, as she
posts ready-made GIFs of each episode as it airs, but the intention of oﬀering an
additional voice to her reality TV persona at least gives her a chance to frame her
authenticity on terms she agrees with.
The simultaneous dramatisation and normalisation of reality TV celebrity become
important facets to consider in the mediation of the transgender star. Jazz Jennings’
youth allows her audience to understand her journey through the familiarity of the
family unit as well as to more readily perceive her queerness as a process in becoming a
normatively gendered woman. At the same time, Jazz’s diﬀerence is accentuated in
highly publicised events TLC produces so that audiences can sympathise with the
struggles she endures as a transgender girl. Yet as Jazz notes in her memoir, attaining
a normal life means escaping the attention and glamour of her celebrity world and
retreating to high school and soccer practice where the cameras are not so ﬁxed on her.
Jazz’s actual reality compared to TLC’s idea of messy real life illustrate how the pain and
emotional labour of transgender celebrities contribute to their representation of authenticity. For Jazz to eschew interest in boys or say she does not care when people are
mean to her disavows the authentic narrative audiences have come to expect in the
melodrama of reality TV. In order for Jazz to be real she must express that she is aﬀected
by the issues that obstruct her ability to enter normative society.
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Instead of transgender celebrities relaying how society can change to accommodate
diﬀerent gender expressions, reality TV frames these narratives in such a way that shows
audiences how transgender people can change to ﬁt into society. As I Am Jazz demonstrates,
the self-brand of the transgender celebrity must do most of the work to assimilate into the
reality TV paradigm so that audiences can understand queer lives in relation to their own.
Social media accompaniment, in terms of live tweets and promotional posts for the reality TV
show, present possible avenues for transgender stars to interrogate their televisual representation and reframe their authentic narrative. More research into the digital practices of
transgender celebrities could reveal other ways authenticity is inscribed and understood
when television, reality or otherwise, fails to represent queer stories outside of a heteronormative framework. The changing modes in which audiences engage with the reality TV star,
particularly as social media becomes an integral part of that identity and work, need to also
account for how transgender and other queer public ﬁgures maintain agency and challenge
the production practices attempting to capitalise on their diﬀerence.

Notes
1. Throughout the article I refer to Jazz Jennings by her ﬁrst name, a name she gave herself, as
recognition of the intimate and authentic public persona she presents to her audience.
2. See Harris (2004).
3. In March 2017 LGBTQ users on YouTube complained that the platform’s restricted mode
meant to protect children and families was unfairly blocking their content.
4. Some critics felt TLC’s ‘messy real life’ ad campaign was indirectly referencing the sex abuse
scandals that plagued their cancelled shows Here Comes Honey Boo Boo and 19 Kids and Counting.
5. U.S. ratings taken from showbuzzdaily.com.
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